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I want a website where people can bounce ideas off each other and work together on them, like a wiki for projects. I thought Instructables was like that, but I don't think so. For example, I posted this idea as a collaboration: I think collaborations are more for writing collaborative and not for collaborative design. Everyone knows everything that fits the bill? Not
every web experience has to be groundbreaking, visually stunning, and full of unexpected surprises. Most of the time, visitors to a website simply want to find the information they are looking for, quickly and easily. But just as the more fancy outfits on the fashion catwalks can subtly affect the more wearable clothes found on the High Street, it's worth keeping
web designers at least half an eye on the higher end of website creation. Even those that seem overly eye-catching can still give you inspiration and ideas that you can integrate into your own designs in different ways. In this sense, we look back at the designs that we believe will really be pushed around the envelope in 2020. These sites not only fulfill the
fundamental task of providing visitors with what they are looking for, but also rethinking how a website can look and function in a fresh, inventive and original way. The Neverlands of Active ColorThe Navigation is based on a magical boat (Image credit: Active Color)When you visit a website that promotes a nightlife, you'll expect something eye-catching, loud,
colorful and probably a little quirky. But The Neverlands - home to two of Los Angeles' high-end nightlife locations, The Edison and Clifton's Republic - wanted to project something more tasteful. So they turned to Active Color, which created a website for them that is anything but ordinary. Based on her animations of custom hand-painted illustrations by
Shannon Stamey, it's really a thing of beauty. We chatted with founder and creative director Damjan Krajacic to find out how they did it. We have been working with The Neverlands customer and owner Andrew Meieran since they opened the first venue in downtown LA. The Edison is truly a spectacular venue built in the basement of the historic LA Higgins
building, preserving the power generators and industrial elements of the power plant that signaled the new future of DTLA. Later, we worked on several other projects with the same customer, including the Clifton's Republic website. When this project started, we were already very deeply immersed in the brand and the venues, very close to the customer and
his extraordinary, visionary and eccentric style. The concept of Active Color switched to a custom hand-painted illustrative design approach and parallax-driven interactive landing pages (image credit: Active Color)What was the job? The customer always had a fantastic vision of how to convert these visionary spaces into a digital world. Can. wanted to create
a sense of adventure, curiosity, an escape from the everyday into a childlike world of fantasy. This project was very much a collaborative creative effort with the customer, over a long period of over two years. Although the overarching concept remained fairly the same over time, ideas about how to put it into practice continued to develop, and often we were
asked in the smallest detail about illustrations or certain types of movements or works of art. Although we usually have a much clearer, more strategic and defined process, in this case we have decided to let the artistic character of the project be guided in many ways. Since the customer himself is extremely creative and artistic, we saw no other way to
successfully complete the project. Sometimes you have to bend the rules to create something fresh and unexpected. The sound through is funny and fantastic (Image credit: Active Color)What were your visual inspirations? Both the concept and the colours of the site were inspired mainly by the stunning interiors of Clifton's Republic and The Edison, which
are literally these fantastic worlds to immerse yourself in. Although Clifton's consists of seven different venues in the same five-storey building, there is an underlying warmth to each room, and the warm bronze, copper and gold tones permeate the senses. We wanted to extend this color scheme to be a bit more suitable for any venue or landing page, so
we've expanded the color palette to include pastel blues, teales and a variety of other colors. Part of the color palette was clearly inspired by the hand-painted illustrations, and we would bend the page accordingly. Other times we adjusted the shades and colors of the illustrations to blend and adapt them all to a more cohesive style. Who made the
illustrations? The illustrations are the work of Shannon Stamey, commissioned by the customer. Together with the customer and Stamey, we designed the landing screens and illustrations that Stamey perfectly executed. What we could not get painted by hand, we could find either in stock pictures or in public domain archives. The client Andrew Meieran is
himself a historian, with incredible knowledge and passion for the art of the time, so he was instrumental in the search and decision on many elements. Active Color worked backwards to make typography match with art (Image credit: Active Color)How did you get to typography? This was a balance between practicality and chance. We didn't have a visual
identity system to work with here, no predefined style or logo, so we kind of did to find the fonts that match the artwork. We wanted to make things feel human, natural and usable, but at the same time a bit magical in our decisions. What technologies did you use to create the Site? We used a custom WordPress installation to power the back end. The site is
completely custom encoded on the front end with many custom JavaScript JavaScript Css. We've modified Matthew Wagerfield's great open source parallax script as the main engine behind the landing page movement. We've also built a lot of other user features that happen on event sites like The Edison, Clifton's Republic and Pacific Seas while user rolls,
so it feels like you're descending into the city, the treetop or the ocean. By far the biggest challenge was how to create a smooth browser experience with so many transparent PNGs in parallax movement. A lot of time was spent optimizing images and scripts in order to be able to deduct them across browsers. Missing visual assets or illustrations were
sourced from stock images and manipulated artistically to match the style and concept of the website (Image credit: Active Color)The transitions are beautifully effective: How did you create them? With a lot of optimization and experimentation! We were able to request additional illustrations as needed, so we sometimes had to patch up the pieces, expand the
artwork, manipulate them. Once we had the assets ready, we took a lot of time to adjust the transitions to make the flow smooth. It was a fine balance between what we wanted visually and what was technically feasible in any browser with limited rendering performance. How did you make the page sing on your phone? The translation to the mobile phone
was actually quite smooth. This project was desktop-heavy, but we knew that landing pages on mobile devices would work well, because that's how we designed them from the beginning. We were aware that due to the greatly reduced image sizes, the transitions will run smoothly. After all, you can't have too many things on a small screen, so we were able to
trim things and simplify the user interface. All of this led to a smoother, more straightforward mobile experience. Detailed conception and storyboarding of various landing pages and assets (image credit: Active Color)What is the biggest lesson you have learned? This patience is a virtue. We certainly had to have a lot of it in this project. The point is that you
have to be willing to take the time and make an effort to do something good, and that requires patience. On the technical and artistic side of things, the project reminded us how much we love from the box websites, from the time built in Flash that we revered, at a time the Internet was much more diverse and unconventional. However, with the latest browser
developments, we are once again able to achieve exceptional experiences that do not fall into a box, and we are pleased to use this awareness to help us in future projects. We were lucky that in this case we worked with a very unique customer who appreciates aesthetics and originality. Next page: Discover the number two website design of 2020 so far...
Creative Bloq created this content as part of a paid partnership with Adobe Stock. The content of this article is completely independent and reflects only the editorial opinion of Creative Bloq. The best government websites government websites easily accessible, stay- and state-related information embedded in an engaging experience. This is achieved
through high-quality and immersive images and videos, clear website navigation, interactive features and options that allow users to personalize experiences. To inspire the design of your government website, we've included the best examples of the State Website below. Here are the top 17 of the State Government Website Designs: 1. Hawaii Hawaii.gov
homepage Hawaii.gov organized, no-scroll home page offers clickable tiles, including a Near Me tile. After clicking, you can search for status resources and destinations and view their locations on a map and all relevant contact information. The home page calendar shows you state events by day and the Mobile tab gives you a list of apps that help you
navigate government resources and destinations on mobile devices, such as city tours or bike sharing services. Because of its design, the site has won many awards, such as the Communicator Award 2019 and the Web Marketing Association Award 2018. It provides intuitive navigation with minimal text that only serves as a caption of tiles that overlay full-
screen, high-quality state scene images. Tabs at the top include government, residents, business and visitors for each visitor's destination. A fifth tab my.hawaii.gov provides accounts for tracking personal activities, such as Z.B. Tax Payments. 2. Mississippi MS.gov website Homepage The Ms.gov Mississippi State website is the overall winner of the Center
of Digital Government Experience Award 2018. Its homepage offers a well-organized scrolling index of all the website has to offer, including popular links for residents, visitors, business owners, and people who are looking for government services. If you want more traditional navigation, click the three lines in the upper-left corner of the screen, and the
traditional header navigation tabs will appear. For usability, there are three titles prominently in the middle of the page: the Explore myMS, Agency Directory, and Online Services tiles. On the Explore myMS tab, you can create an account to personalize weather, license renewal, and amber alerts. If you're idle on the site, the site's AI-powered bot assumes
you can't find what you need, so a pop-up with a link for Missi Chat will appear. Enter a keyword and the bot recommends links that answer your questions. 3. Utah Utah.gov home page Also an overall winner of the Center of Digital Government Experience Award 2018, the Utah State website offers an immersive home page experience. Large background
videos and pictures help you keep the state from your computer Click the down arrow to examine important status information in an interactive format. Zoom in and out on a Google Map to explore the city and access calendars to learn how to participate in important events. For ease of use, Utah.gov offers mobile apps to help you personalize your
experience. Scroll down the homepage to see the Device icon. Then click to find a list of apps that let you stay up-to-date on government events and services in real time from your mobile device. Apps offer services such as the ability to find books in local libraries, find local job vacancies, and map maps of the city. 4. Virginia Virginia State Wesbsite
Homepage Virginia's State website offers a more traditional two-color newsletter design. Its blue and white colour scheme gives it a simple, professional feel. As you scroll down, you'll see useful sections like the latest government news and upcoming events, with a few pictures of state officials and events scattered everywhere. Tabs at the top of the page
send you to pages for government, business, education, leisure and services. For ease of use, the Virginia government home page provides a search bar that lets you find topics or services on the site. In addition, a homepage service area offers a well-organized directory of government services, including education, recreation and culture, licenses and
transportation. Click on the links to find the latest news and information relevant to residents. Each page offers a modular format, making it easy to find the details you're looking for. 5. Michigan Michigan.gov Homepage The Michigan State website provides a full-width header image with a search bar overlay. The content of the homepage is aimed at residents
as well as state visitors; This includes location-relevant information such as a list of the latest job advertisements and status-visitor content of interest, such as government events that visitors want to participate in. Residents can even search via the search bar. At the bottom of the home page, Michigan State offers a mobile app that provides visitors and
residents with personalized information wherever they are. With the MiPage mobile app, you can create an account and then personalize it to receive messages and event notifications about preferred status locations. View Medicaid and information about the state's health care system; traffic, construction and lane keeping information. 6. California California
State Government website homepage California's State Government homepage is strongly designed to provide the residents of the state with fast and useful information. Visitors will immediately see a picture full of California's beaches, overlaid with a search bar. You can enter a search term, and then click a button below the search bar to indicate whether
you are looking for a government agency, a government service, or answers to frequently asked questions. Tabs such as Getting Services, Doing Business, Working and Living at the top. When you scroll down, tiles provide links to find a job, renew your driver's license, submit an unemployment file, and search for property. To address the state's rare
earthquakes and wildfires, alerts at the top of the home page provide links to learn disaster status and a emergency recovery section left to recovery resources. Click the Header tabs to see more resources and services. Display. how to apply for a business license. 7. Texas Texas Government Website Homepage The Texas State Government website offers
a resident-centered website interspersed with Texas charm. The home page offers large wallpapers of historical and rustic Texas countryside, overlaid with sections such as Our Most Popular Services, Driver Services, Lists and Maps showing the names and locations of state agencies serving the public, and an active map where you can browse key
landmarks and service providers such as parks, libraries and courthouses. This website makes visitors feel at home with a charming Texas-style welcome. Statements like Dern it! Do you need to go to a government office? Let us help you find one to reassure the visitors. A large home page search bar allows visitors to search for any service, agency, or
condition information. In addition, a contact button allows visitors to leave a note with their contact information so that a representative of the state can answer their question. 8. Indiana Indiana State Government Website Homepage The Indiana website is a winner of the Center for Digital Government's Government Experience Award for 2018. The homepage
offers a grid structure full of clickable tiles with labels such as education, news and events, forms and online services and In.gov digital channels. Side-by-side headshot images introduce residents to their state representatives, and a bright blue, white and grey color palette offers a cheerful but professional feel. For ease of use, a search bar overlays the site's
header image so that website visitors can search for reprints to find relevant information. Two tab lines at the top of the site—including menu options such as visits and games—help visitors easily navigate the site and plan their journey with just one click. On the Accessibility and Settings tab, you can translate the site, view it in a plain text format, or listen to
site content. 9. Nebraska Nebraska State Website Homepage The Nebraska State Government website offers a cheerful gray, light blue and pastel yellow color scheme with lighter bubble tiles instead of the typical clickable square tiles. A short-scroll home page shows bright, rainbow-colored pie charts that highlight the state's strengths, including a low
unemployment rate. The design provides a light, airy feel that is only enhanced by the head image, minimal text and many visuals. For easy search, a search bar overlays the homepage image. For those who want to browse, the headlines such as employment, education and business are at the top of every website. When visitors they float, bring succinct
submenu labels to visitors to common services with labels such as Job, Tourism and Colleges. Finally, a live chat footmenu option provides day visitors instant access to a representative. 10. Ohio Ohio State Government Website Homepage Ohiostate State's State Center Center Ohio forest scene, overlaid by the traditional search bar. As you scroll down,
convenient grid-sized sections provide residents with important information at a glance, such as the latest state news, a calendar of upcoming state events, a section with tiles to help residents find work, and a tourism section with a search bar and map for state parks that determines the location of parks across the state. To make browsing easier, the Ohio
State website includes a search bar and a Help button at the top of each page. Once clicked, the Help button takes visitors to FAQ pages with links organized by topics that cover topics such as education, health, tourism and taxes. There is also a contact information directory for public authorities, departments and bodies. During local business hours, you
can use the live chat button to ask questions from a representative. 11. Rhode Island Rhode Island State Homepage The Rhode Island State website provides a to-the-point website experience. A search bar appears in a solid petrol field. Below the search bar is an ad of commonly used links with short keyword-only labels such as Taxes, Labor &amp;
Training, Criminal Records, and Employment. At the top of the homepage is a simple tab line, including the tabs Online Services, Government, Life, Business, Visit, Employment and Press. The Rhode Island website is characterized by its simplicity. Very little text and no pictures keep the homepage clear. When you click a tab, a large text submenu appears
with no images. When you click a tab, you may be redirected to a simple form that is required to complete a relevant task, or to a minimalist newsletter-style page with a few images and large fields with concise text information. 12. Vermont Vermont State Government Homepage Homepage The Vermont State website is characterized by a visual experience
over a gallery format. If you look at the homepage of the website, you will immediately be immersed in a colorful autumn scene of the state capital, which is thrown back by a hill of falling trees. As you scroll, a raster collage of similarly enticing images is overlaid with important links that visitors find helpful, including an agency directory, a section with job
search tools, and information on fish and wildlife. For easy navigation, a large search box superimposes the image presented on the homepage, as it traditionally appears on a state website. The unique thing is that this search bar pins to the top of the page as you scroll down so that it always if you can't find what you're looking for. For added clarity and
guidance, when you click a Header tab, a submenu provides both a link for each submenu and a brief description of what you will find after clicking. 13. Idaho Idaho State Government Website Homepage The Idaho State website immediately welcomes visitors via a full-screen sunset scene that leaves a cheerful orange and teal color palette. A traditional
search bar overlays the landscape and the buttons below provide the button Directory, service, and job pages. As you scroll down, a minimalist page consists of plain text descriptions of popular destinations, including state ski and kayak spots. For ease of use, clicking a header tab submenu will redirected you to pages with minimalist themes. The information
on these pages is organized by expandable sections in accordion style; Users simply click one to reveal relevant information. Links on websites are listed alphabetically for easy browsing and each page has a header search bar in case you can't find what you were hoping for. 14. Georgia Georgia State Government Website Homepage The Georgia State
website is characterized by information on website visitors fingertips. About Georgia, Agencies, Blogs, Cities &amp; Counties, Selected Officials and Popular Topics header tabs line the lines at the top of the home page. A traditionally placed search bar that overlays the header image of the website's home page ensures that visitors can find all the information
they are looking for within seconds of entering the website. In addition, the Georgia website offers popular links without even having to scroll on the homepage. The Popular Topics tab remains expanded and provides a list of submenus so that visitors can click on food stamps, fishing licenses, and marriage licenses, among other things. When you click a tab,
the information is pinpoint. It also displays a survey at the bottom of many website pages asking if visitors have found what they are looking for. 15. Massachusetts Massachusetts State Government Website Homepage The Massachusetts State Government's website does not overwhelm visitors with clutter and information. Instead, the home page is a short
scroll page that offers only one search bar. See a list of popular searches under the search bar. Then start scrolling to find a grid-like list of Popular Service buttons, such as.B. Personal income tax and applying for unemployment benefit. Finally, the homepage closes with a gallery of latest News and Updates articles. To provide an easy-to-use experience for
international visitors, the website at the top of each page includes the Select Language link. This allows visitors to view the content of the website in 12 different languages. To ensure that website visitors get an exceptional experience on the site, a one-question survey at the end of all non-home page pages asks visitors if they have found what they were
looking for. 16. New York New York State Government Website Homepage The New York State Government website provides an interactive experience from the moment you visit the Enter. Click Play Video in the overlay button on the header image to view a video for tourists. Below the video, you can sign in to receive status updates via email. Below,
buttons in the Popular Services section allow you to fulfill tasks such as applying for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) or paying the penalty for a traffic For ease of use, the New York State website offers a Translate option in the upper-right corner of the screen. This allows visitors to translate content into 100 different languages. You
can also scroll down to the search bar labeled Select Circle. In your county, enter only information that is relevant to your region, including resources and local events such as career days, attractions, job vacancies, and trade fairs. 17. Tennessee Tennessee State Government website homepage Tennessees State website provides a very visual experience.
You'll first get a slider header of Tennessee's latest news and resources, like a Tennessee travel guide. Each resource is displayed with its title link and a high-quality image. The following are high-quality images structured into a grid gallery with links to government-provided resources for a variety of demographic resources, including children and families,
taxpayers, entrepreneurs, and jobseekers. For ease of use, Tennessee provides customization tools to create an exceptional website experience. You can scroll down to the footer menu and select the Font Size button to make the font larger or smaller, or click the Translate button and choose from over 100 languages. If you can't find what you're looking for,
you can also click the live chat button at the bottom of any website page to talk to a representative from 8a.m to 4pm.m. Bottom Line – Best Government Websites The best government website designs provide an exceptional experience for residents and visitors. Many do this by offering high-quality image sliders and galleries, the ability to create personal
accounts for payments and sending information requests, search bars that restrict relevant content, and visitor surveys that help designers improve the website experience. Because so many state and local governments provide high-quality web experiences, it is important that new websites meet users' expectations. Squarespace makes this ideal for non-
tech savvy users. For USD 12 per month, it offers a custom domain, unlimited storage, and a drag-and-drop builder to create interactive website experiences to make it easy for visitors to access important information. Click here to start with Squarespace. Visit Squarespace Squarespace
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